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Despite results of a recent high profile clini
cal trial, in which investigators concluded that 
risk adapted targeted intraoperative radio
therapy (IORT) is an “effective alternative” to 
external beam radiotherapy (EBRT) (based 
on showing non inferior 5 year local recur
rence of 2.23% versus 1.02%, respectively, 
diffe r ence 1.21%, 95% CI 0.33–2.09)1, we 
argue that the evidence remains insufficient 
for use of IORT in women with early stage 
breast cancer outside of a clinical trial. We see 
no reason to change the ASTRO consensus 
statement “low energy X ray IORT should 
continue to be used [only] within the con
text of a prospective registry or clinical trial 
to ensure long term local control and toxicity 
outcomes are prospectively monitored”2.

The incidence of local recurrence following 
breast conserving surgery (BCS) and EBRT 
has decreased considerably over the past  
30 years. In a meta analysis of rando mized 
controlled trials that began before the year 
2000, 7.7% of women treated with BCS and 
radiotherapy had locoregional recurrence 
within 10 years of diagnosis3, compared with 
25.1% in the BCS only arm. The addition of 
radiotherapy therefore resulted in a substan
tial absolute benefit (locoregional recurrence 
was avoided in 17.4% of women at 10 years) as 
well as a highly significant relative benefit (risk 
ratio 0.31; P < 0.00001). When TARGITA 
was designed, the protocol assumed 6% of 
women in the EBRT arm would have local 
disease recurrence by 5 years4. However, the 
5 year local recurrence rate among women 
in the control arm (who received EBRT) was 
just under 1.0% — in TARGIT A random
ization took place either before1 or after5 
surgery with very similar risks observed in 
the control arms of both groups. This risk is 

account the imprecision of the estimated risk 
ratios, TARGIT A does not provide sufficient 
evidence to conclude that IORT is superior to 
no radiotherapy and, in the absence of sup
portive evidence, IORT should not be used 
outside of clinical trials2.

Two randomized controlled trials have 
compared IORT with EBRT (ELIOT7 and 
TARGIT A1,5), but none has compared IORT 
with no radiotherapy. In ELIOT, 35 patients 
in the IORT arm had local recurrence com
pared with four in the EBRT arm; at 5 years 
the risk was 4.4% versus 0.4% (P < 0.0001)7. 
Data from TARGIT A have been reported as 
two separate trials: one in women randomized 
prior to surgery1 and a second in women 
rando mized post surgery for whom a sec
ond operation was required to deliver IORT5.  
In the post surgery cohort of TARGIT A,  
23 women in the IORT arm (4.0%) had local  
recurrence at 5 years versus six (1.0%) in the 
EBRT arm (P = 0.002)5. The report from 
the TARGIT A pre surgery cohort1 does not 
include P values for local recurrence (they are 
presented for local recurrence free survival, 
an end point that pools all deaths with local 
recurrence), but sufficient data are provided 
to calculate these quantities. In the pre surgery 
cohort, IORT is statistically inferior to 
EBRT in terms of local recurrence at 5 years 
(Kaplan–Meier estimates of local recurrence 
at five year years (intention to treat analysis) 
2.23% versus 1.02%: risk difference 1.21%, 
95% CI 0.33–2.09; P = 0.007 calculated from 
the 95% CI provided) and after a median of 
8.6 years (60/1,140 versus 24/1,158; test of 
proportions Χ2 = 16.61; P < 0.0001). Thus, both 
TARGIT A cohorts demonstrate that IORT is 
in fact statistically inferior to EBRT.

Notwithstanding questions regarding the 
appropriateness of an informal meta analysis 
of data from the three cohorts or of consider
ing the pre surgery TARGIT A cohort in iso
lation, data from other randomized controlled 
cohorts fail to support the superiority of IORT 
over no radiotherapy. Data are also avail
able from several single arm trials of IORT, 
although these cannot provide evidence of 
superiority.

Among the TARGIT A patients rando m
ized pre surgery1, EBRT was given in addi
tion to IORT if post surgery histopathological 
analysis suggested the patient had a high risk 
of local recurrence (<1 mm tumourfree 
margin, >25% in situ component, or lobular 
carci noma; and at some centres the presence 

similar to that observed in the PRIME II trial 
(2003–2009): 1.3% of women with lowrisk 
early stage ER positive, node negative breast 
cancer (tumour diameter ≤3 cm) had local 
relapse after BCS and EBRT6. This dramatic 
reduction in local recurrence over the years 
reflects remarkable progress in the treatment 
of early stage breast cancer.

In TARGIT A a non inferiority margin of 
2.5% was adopted, implying that the investi
gators consider an additional 1 in 40 women 
having local recurrence within 5 years to be an 
acceptable outcome. This margin might have 
been reasonable considering that the 5 year 
risk of local recurrence when the trial was 
designed was about 6% with EBRT and about 
20% without radiotherapy, therefore, a treat
ment that was inferior by 2.5% would have a 
5 year risk of local recurrence of 8.5%, which 
is considerably lower than with no radio
therapy. However, given the meta analysis 
indicates a relative risk of about 0.3 for EBRT 
relative to no radiotherapy3 and given that 
5 year local recurrence in the EBRT arm 
of TARGIT A was around 1%, local recur
rence without radiotherapy might have been 
around 3%. In such circumstances, we argue 
that championing the superiority of IORT 
on the grounds that 5 year local recurrence 
has been shown to be <3.5% is meaning
less. Even if IORT is clinically noninferior to 
EBRT, no radiotherapy at all is also clinically 
noninferior, according to this definition. For 
example, in the PRIME II trial, after a median 
follow up duration of 5 years, the ipsilateral 
breast tumour recurrence rate was 4.1% in 
women assigned to no radiotherapy versus 
1.3% in those assigned to whole breast radio
therapy: the absolute difference was only just 
greater than the 2.5% margin6. Taking into 
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of a grade 3 tumour, positive lymph nodes or 
lymphovascular invasion). In an earlier report 
results are presented separately for those 
receiving IORT alone and those who receive 
IORT plus EBRT4. Those receiving EBRT in 
addition to IORT tended to have larger and 
higher grade tumours and were more likely 
to have tumour positive lymph nodes. These 
patients were more likely to die from breast 
cancer within 5 years of randomization (8.0% 
versus 1.8%) but despite their worse pro gnosis 
were less likely to have only local recurrence 
(0.9% versus 2.7%). Unfortunately, no data 
are presented to enable comparisons between 
IORT and EBRT in women whose post surgery 
pathology suggests a low risk of local recur
rence (and who would therefore not have been 
offered EBRT had they already received IORT).

Discriminating between women with 
good prognosis breast cancer who nonethe
less need radiotherapy and those who can 
safely avoid radiotherapy altogether remains 
a fundamental challenge. Even among women 
with pN0 cancer excised with clear margins, 
the 10 year risk of local recurrence depends 
on age (fivefold greater risk in women age  
<40 than in those >70 years of age), tumour 
grade (fourfold greater risk with high grade 
relative to low grade), tumour size and molec
ular subtype (ER positive breast cancer con
fers a lower risk)3. Thus, some of the women 
enrolled in TARGIT A are likely to have had 
a 10 year risk of recurrence with EBRT as 
low as 1% whereas for others it could have 
been as high as 12%; furthermore, the abso
lute benefit of radiotherapy varies between 2% 
and 20% at 10 years. Indeed, this is what was 
observed in ELIOT7. The 5 year risk of local 
recurrence in the IORT arm was 1.5% among 
452 women with no known risk factors but 
11.3% among 199 with at least one poor 
pro gnostic factor (tumour diameter >2 cm,  

≥4 tumourpositive lymph nodes, grade 3 
disease or triplenegative breast cancer)7.  
Considering the relative risk of 2.2 in 
TARGIT A, IORT would be clearly clini
cally inferior to EBRT in women who have 
a high risk of recurrence. However, women 
with none of these risk factors might opt 
to forgo radiotherapy because the addi
tional benefits do not justify the incon
venience and toxicities6,8. This clinical 
dilemma is the rationale of PRIMETIME 
(ISRCTN41579286), in which women are 
stratified based on a risk score, IHC4 + C, 
that incorporates both immunohistochemical 
and clinical biomarkers: women with a very 
low risk IHC4 + C score receive BCS alone 
whereas those with a low, medium or high 
score receive BCS plus radiotherapy. Other 
ongo ing trials are also exploring the possibi l
ity of omitting radiotherapy in the treatment 
of women with a low risk of local recurrence: 
PROSPECT (ACTRN12610000810011), 
PRECISION (NCT02653755),  IDEA 
(NCT02400190), LUMINA (NCT01791829), 
EUROPA (NCT04134598) and DBCG 
Natural (NCT03646955).

A question remains as to whether IORT 
might be a reasonable treatment for women 
with a low or medium risk of local recurrence 
or for women (such as current smokers) at a 
greater risk of cardiovascular disease or lung 
cancer: both of which are increased by his
torical EBRT regimens3. A threearm trial 
comparing no radiotherapy to IORT and to 
EBRT in such women might be useful. With 
FAST Forward showing that five fractions 
of 26 Gy radiotherapy are noninferior to the 
standard 15 fractions of 40 Gy in terms of 
local tumour control, toxicity and cosmesis9, 
whether the convenience and lower levels 
of radiation exposure associated with IORT 
justifies the inferior local recurrence, even 
if it were to be shown to be superior to no 
radiotherapy, needs to be considered.

The world is adopting five fractions9 as the 
standard of care approach, partly in response 
to COVID19. Allowing that some women 
might opt not to receive radiotherapy at all 
(PRIME II6 and CALGB 9343 (reF.8)), if radio
therapy is needed, short course external beam 
approaches, not IORT, currently have the best 

level of evidence of effectiveness. Evidence 
showing that IORT is better than no radiother
apy in women with early stage breast cancer is 
currently not avail able. In such circumstances 
a drug therapy would never receive regulatory 
approval for use10. Standards for radiotherapy 
should be no lower.
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